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Concepts addressed: 
Nature of ideologies such as conservatism and liberalism 
 
Problem: Define Conservative 

• Odd usages in different contexts 
• Resist social change?  (Want much change if under socialism, fascism, moral decay) 
• Usually not appropriate for backward or authoritarian ideas 
• Critique of ideals & instit 20 cent lib democracy 
• Affirmative conservatism: assert set of principles 
• But generally, conservatism: anti-ideology (oppose utopianism, extremism) 

Conservatism - Different Kinds 
• 1.  Traditionalism: preserve current socio-econ structure & values (Burke) 
• 2.  Economic liberalism: laissez faire, free enterprise, capitalism 
• 3.  U.S. New Right: religious & populist 
• 4.  Neo-conservatism: market mechanisms, concern for values, excellence, moderate 

Conservatism (Traditional) 
• Tradition & organic society (M.p.81) 
• Not simply contract (M.p.83; 1.2) 
• Unity & order; stability (M. p. 84) 
• Social fabric easily torn; difficult to restore (3.2) 
• Social change gradual; conserve civil practices we have developed (M. p. 83-4) 

Conservatism (2) 
• Humans not perfectible; anti-utopia 
• Civilization requires social obligations 
• Constitutional government; law; procedures (M.83) 
• Natural leaders; not mass society; not mobs; not populism; not hysteria (M.84-5) 
• Authority; acceptance of duties; act with restraint; protect traditional liberties 

Fascism 
• Organic 
• One leader, one hierarchy 
• Hyperactivity 
• No rights !! 
• Radical revolution of society 
• Only one party, deny democracy compared to Traditional Conservative 
• Organic 
• Natural aristocracy & plural establishments 
• Prudent, practical, careful 
• Rights provided by society 
• Prescription, long use, tradition 
• Alternate parties; accept people’s input 

British Conservative Party 
• 1.  Toryism: devoted to English tradition 
• Cynical about social planning 
• Modern capitalism shreds traditional values  
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• State as trustee for community (M.p.85-6) 
• Take care of lower classes (noblesse oblige) 

British Conservative (2) 
• 2.  Liberal Whigs: government regulation distorts market, reducing growth 
• Promote hard work, discipline 
• Free enterprise; market, competition 

Edmund Burke (1729-97)  
 Main Ideas 

• Reflections on the Revolution in France (1791) 
• Attack abstract theory & “metaphysicians”  
• Rely on tradition, organic community, prudence 
• Reform, not revolution 
• Historical growth of community (organic) 

Burke (2) 
• Prudence; practical reason; critique ideol  
• Anti-utopian 
• Uphold social rights; connected to duties; oppose abstract rights  
• Prescription (long use legitimates); British Constitution 
• Civil society base in opinion; (“inherited”, affective); “prejudice” (post-justice) 

Burke (3) 
• Natural aristocracy (leaders; ability) 
• Establishments (plural): church, monarchy, aristocracy, democracy  
• Gradual reform, not revolution; tradition, moral order 
• Human nature (“rude”)? Prefer civilized “second nature” 
• Oppose rage & frenzy (pulls down in half-hour what prudence builds in 100 years) 

New Right (US recent decades) 
• Populist conservativism (Burke: anti-populist) 
• (Establishments are bad) 
• Taxation - has been excessive 
• Pro-family 
• Religion in society & schools 

Religious Fundamentalism US: Falwell 
• “Moral Majority”; Listen, America! (1980): major problems of modern America 
• Abortion 
• Homosexuality 
• Pornography 
• Humanism 
• Fractured family: divorce, self-gratification, sex without love 

Neo-conservativism (Kristol) 
• Not many people; but significant in U.S. policy-making 
• From academics; disillusion with liberalism Realistic; anti-romantic; anti-utopian 
• Philos: admire Aristotle & Locke 
• Attached to bourgeois society; modest enthusiasm for capitalism 

Characteristics (2) 
• Market economy; importance of econ growth (two cheers for capitalism) 
• Conservative welfare state is OK; also wants state to elevate tastes of people 
• Family & religion: indispensable pillars of a decent society  

Views of Neo-conservatives 
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• Against radical demands & behavior of New Left (oppose its permissiveness) 
• Government overload, attempts too many things; result of Great Society liberals  
• Support modest welfare state; oppose bureaucratic intrusion 
• Government expansion & coercion is unfair 
• Liberals (US) contribute: crisis of authority 
• Oppose affirmative action; unreasonable expectations created; is reverse discrimination 
• Respect for market; incentives 
• Some organic conservatism; deference to authority; accept traditional ways 
• Respect for moral, religious, spiritual values; traditional values 
• See problems in contemporary U.S.: 
• Rise of “new class” of professionals 
• Egalitarian; redistribution; anti-business; cultural opposition 
• Mass publics: indulgence, self-gratification 
• Decline of religion, morality, civic-mindedness, authority 
• Opposed to created dependency 
• Liberals (US) contribute: crisis of authority 
• Oppose affirmative action; unreasonable expectations created; is reverse discrimination 
• Respect for market; incentives 
• Some organic conservatism; deference to authority; accept traditional ways 
• Respect for moral, religious, spiritual values; traditional values 
• See problems in contemporary U.S.: 
• Rise of “new class” of professionals 
• Egalitarian; redistribution; anti-business; cultural opposition 
• Mass publics: indulgence, self-gratification 
• Decline of religion, morality, civic-mindedness, authority 
• Opposed to created dependency 
• Respectful of traditions, institutions, religion family of high-culture of Western 

civilization 
• Oppose reverse discrimination; favor merit 
• Limits: assume cost-benefit analysis 
• Assume scarce econ resources 
• Diminishing returns (to social spending) 

Differences:  
Neo-Conservatism  

• Pragmatic, use of reason 
• Concerned with quality 
• Civic-mindedness & maintain good authority 

Vs.  New Right 
• Dogmatic, fundamentalist 
• Populist, anti-elite & anti-expert 
• Radically critical of modern establishment; anti-intellectual 

Path of Liberalism 
Locke, 1690 

Individual liberty & Constitutionalism 
 J.S. Mill, 1859 
  Self-regarding vs. other-regarding 
 T. H. Green, 1880 
  Positive freedom & positive role for government 
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 Modern U.S. Liberalism 
F.D. Roosevelt & New Deal 

T. H. Green & Modern U.S. Liberalism 
• T. H. Green favors “positive” freedom; beyond mere negative freedom 
• Negative freedom= state not make many rules; not interfere with freedom of contract 
• Green: freedom= more than freedom from compulsion; positive capacity of doing 

something worth doing  
• State intervenes in econ; promote freedom by positive action 
• Ought liberate powers of all men 
• Restrict labor market?  Unventilated factory? 
• Compulsory education? 
• State should maintain conditions of free exercise of human faculties 

Modern U.S. Liberalism 
• More activist government than classical liberalism 
• A bit more collectivist (people in groups) 
• More egalitarian 
• More government services, more regulations 

“New Deal” & F.D. Roosevelt 
• Federal funds to support state government relief to unemployed (& federally funded jobs) 
• Social Security System (entitlements now large % federal budget) 
• Controls over banking 
• National Labor Relations Act (unionize) 

John Dewey (1859-1952) 
• Defended New Deal 
• Democracy: a way of life (broader than government) 
• Faith in humans, in their intelligence & pooled & cooperative experience (379, 381) 
• Heart of democracy: discussion 
• Each has something to contribute 
• Free gatherings of neighbors on street corners 

Modern U.S. Liberalism (1930s-60s) 
• Government intervention in society is sometimes necessary; can promote individual 

freedom 
• Regard econ inequality with suspicion 
• Promote welfare policies 
• Reduce “hardships” of free market 
• Increase government sponsored social services 
• Sometimes see business as maximizing profits at cost of public needs 

L.B. Johnson: “Great Society” 
(1963-8)  

• “War on poverty” 
• Medicare & Medicaid 
• Civil rights laws 

Modern U.S. Liberalism (from 1960s) 
• Policies against racism, sexism 
• Protect rights in court (government appointed lawyers) 
• Address issues one at a time (consumerism) 
• Favor “positive” discrimination: affirmative action 

Classical v Mod U.S. Liberalism 
• Classical: 
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• Individualism 
• Own free choices, minimum of restraint 
• Equality; reject hereditary privileges 
• Private property 
• Limited government 
• Modern U.S. 
• Add some collectivism 
• Yes, but include under-privileged groups 
• Yes, but equality of result sometimes preferred 
• More services, more activist, more regulations 
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